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ABSTRACT 

Availability of data is very easy and most of the data are unlabeled. If we want to take some decision from the available 

data, it is required to be processed and data should be labeled. This unlabeled data is a big problem in the field of machine 

learning. Data scientists are proficient for analyzing with more data than they have and it’s the point where active learning 

comes into picture. In machine learning, active learning acts as a subset where learning algorithm interact with user by 

putting query to label data with the desired outputs. In active learning a query unit is of the same type as the target concept 

to be learned. Alternative query is introduced in the context of multiple-instance active learning (MIL) where instances are 

grouped into bags, and it is the bags, rather than instances, that are labeled for training. A bag is labeled negative if and 

only if all of its instances are negative and positive, even if at least one of its instances is positive. In this paper we can see 

at higher specificity the Area Under Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) Curve (AUC) increases. Combined use of 

MIL and AL will reduce the labeling effort and it will do accurate detection of disease through classification. 

KEYWORDS: Active Learning, Multiple Instance Learning, Machine Learning, Bag, ROC, Labeled Data, Unlabeled 

Data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Active learning is a subfield of machine learning. It contains queries in the form of unlabelled data which has to be labelled 

by the oracle (human annotator). Its main objective is to reduce the manual effort in processing the data of machine 

learning classifier and to acquire greater accuracy by applying fewer training labels.  

Active learning has become aspiring in several trendy modern machine learning problems where data may be 

abundant but labels are scarce or expensive to obtain. 

II. ACTIVE LEARNING SCENARIOS 

Following are some problem scenarios of active learning:- 

 Membership query synthesis 

 Stream-based selective sampling 

 Pool-based sampling. 

Membership Query Synthesis  

In this scenario, the unlabelled instance that are placed as input, are asked to be labelled by the learner including the 

queries that the learner generates de novo, rather than only those which are already sampled from some underlying natural 

distribution.  

For example: If the data is pictures of alphabets, the learner would create an image that is similar to that picture 
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of digits. This created image is then sent to the oracle for labeling. 

Stream-Based Selective Sampling 

In this setting, assumptions are made in getting an unlabelled instance free. On the basis of this assumption, unlabeled 

instances are selected one at a time and permit the learner to see whether it desires to query the label of the instance or 

reject it based on its informativeness. Query strategies are used to determine the informativeness of the instance.  

For instance, an image selected from a set of unlabelled images is firstly determined as whether it needs to be 

labelled or discarded, and then repeat with the next image. 

Pool-Based Sampling 

This setting assumes that there is an outsized pool of unlabelled data. Instances are then drawn from the pool on the basis 

of informativeness measure. The most informative instance is then selected for querying. For example, if the data is a 

picture of alphabets, all the unlabelled instances from the picture of alphabets will be ranked first and then the most 

informative instances will be selected and are requested to be labeled by the oracle. 

III. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Batch-Mode Active Learning 

In this type of active learning, learners are allowed to query instances in group rather than selecting them one at a time. The 

size of batching depends on the learner. This batch-mode of active learning is often preferable to sequential methods when 

each label takes substantial time but can be produced in parallel. The challenge in batch-mode active learning is how to 

properly assemble the optimal query set Q. There are two parts in this method. One is Batch Rank and other one is 

Batch Rand. At first, we have to formulate the batch selection as an NP hard which is integer quadratic programming 

problem. Then we call Batch Rank method which is linear programming. Then we also used another method that is 

Batch Rand which is semi definite programming. By using these two methods we can able to solve the Batch Mode 

Active Learning problem. So now we consider a Batch Mode Active Learning problem. At first, we take training set 

of data which is represented by Lt. It is carry the information. Then we take Ut. It is represent an unlabelled data set 

and t is time. After that we take batch or set which is represented by B. It contains k points. Suppose in the set there 

are fifty thousand of data but from these data we take just fifty unlabeled data which is related to the information and 

k will represent these data. So the value of k is fifty. Now need classifier which is represented by the ωt and also need 

entropy vector which is represented by C. Now R is real numbers. Now data will need from that unlabelled will be 

applied as an input data set and as subject to the model ωt then we get an output which is represented by y. 

c(i) = S(y|xi,ωt) = -∑ P(y|xi, ωt)log P(y|xi, ωt                                                                                                            (1) 

Support Vector Machine 

SVM is a supervised model used for classification problems. The proposed approaches were compared against (a) Random 

Selection, (b) Distance based Selection, in which an SVM was trained for each possible class and the k closest unlabeled 

points (k is batch size) to all the hyper planes in the feature space were selected for annotations, (c) Entropy based 

Selection, where the entropy was computed for every unlabeled instance and the top k points were queried based on the 

entropy ranking. Here for divide into the two datasets need Non-linear Support Vector Machine. This Non-linear Support 

Vector Machine divided two datasets by using Kernal function. A polynomial Kernal Support Vector Machine was used as 
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the basic classifier because of its established performance in the multi-label learning. The Kernal function takes as input 

low dimensional features space(mix data) and give the output as high dimensional feature space and the classification also 

done by the hyper plane figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Support Vector Machine. 

 

Alternative Query Types 

Active learning deals with assigning class labels to text documents, the learner is required to query an unlabeled data and 

the oracle provides its label. Alternative query is introduced in the context of multiple-instance active learning. In multiple-

instance (MI) learning, instances are grouped into bags (i.e., multi-sets), and it is the bags, rather than instances, that are 

labelled for training. A bag is labelled negative if and only if all of its instances are negative. A bag is labelled positive, 

however, if at least one of its instances is positive. 

Multi-Task Active Learning 

We can do lot of things using machine learning models in general such as image classification, object detection, text 

generation and so on. Typically a model is trained to do a single task, which is convenient, but we may want to use a single 

model to solve multiple problems for various reasons, such as efficiency and better generalization. To improve efficiency, 

one thing we can do is to share some of the layers between different but related task.  

Therefore, a single query will be labelled for multiple tasks, and attempt to assess the informativeness of a query 

with respect to all the learners involved. 

IV. STUDY ON THE DETECTION OF TUBERCULOSIS USING MIL, ACTIVE LEARNING AND 

ONE CLASS CLASSIFIER 

Detection of Tuberculosis can be done by applying a widely utilized tool called chest radiography which is generally used 

during the early detection of TB. Chest radiography (CRX) involves performing X-ray examination that detects lungs 

abnormalities like TB, pneumonia, lungs cancer etc. Though chest radiography has high sensitivity[15] for pulmonary TB, 

it is difficult to achieve the performance level as it requires the influence of qualified and knowledgeable personnel, which 

is lacking in many resource constraint countries. To overcome this drawback computer aided detection (CAD) has been 

introduced as this technology enables automatic assessment of CRX following multiple instance learning (MIL) approach. 

Comparatively CAD performs better than clinical officers. The major advantages of CAD includes their low cost, easy 

operation, better quality, improves accuracy and many more. Even in underdeveloped areas, modern digital radiography 

machines are very affordable. Traditionally CAD was performed manually by outlining the lesions and applying training 
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and optimization of large database. Then again this approach requires a lot of effort and also time consuming. In such case 

MIL can be used. It is a supervised labeled bags. A bag is a collection of instances. It is labeled negative, if all the 

instances comprising in it are negative and labeled positive even if at least one of the instance is positive. 

 
Figure 2: Improvement in Detection of TB from the Image Formed by CRX (left),  

MIL Approach (Middle) and Further Supervision by MIL Approach [16]. 

 

Unfortunately, MIL is not a completely conflict free technique. It is known that negative bags are entirely 

composed of only normal pixels, but the positive bags consist of both normal and abnormal instances which imply that 

although the score provided for the image is accurate the individual pixel (instance) score is not up to the mark. For 

instance, from Fig 2 it can be observed that the centre image has higher positive instance than the one in the left with 

manually outlined lesion generated by CRX. This shows that the centre image contains false-positive detections within the 

healthy respiratory organ. In the utmost right case, the suspicious region is highlighted properly with minor false detected 

positive region. 

In this study, we have a tendency to propose an improved algorithm of MIL classifier which will overcome the 

antecedent outlined drawbacks by introducing other paradigms of machine learning like active learning (AL) and one class 

classification to make the output a lot more correct. This proposed algorithm aims at boosting the instance classification 

performance. 

V. PROPOSED METHOD 

A training stage has been proposed to improve the MIL classifier by combining it with active learning and one-class 

classifier. The steps involved are: MIL training and classification, selection of valuable instances. 

A. MIL Training and Classification 

The MIL classifier utilized here corresponds to the si-miSVM+PEDD technique developed in [17] which is responsible for 

detection of tuberculosis on chest X-rays and is dependent on the miSVM formulation defined in [18]. 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑦𝑖}𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑤,𝑏,𝜉
1

2
||𝑤||2 +C∑ 𝜉𝑖𝑖  

s.t. yi((w,xi)+b)≥1-𝜉𝑖,𝜉𝑖>0 

 ∀𝑖:YI=1, ∑
𝑦𝑖+1

2𝑖€𝐼 ≥1, 

 ∀𝑖 : YI =-1, yi= -1, 
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 yi € { -1,1}                                                                                                                                                               (2) 

In equation (2) yi belongs to {-1, 1} and i = 1,...,N, are the labels of the training instances xi ; YI, YI € {-1,1}, are 

the label of the training bags BI. Index set I, BI= { xi : ix I } for the Index set I ⊆{1,...,N }. w is the weight vector, b is the 

offset of the separating hyperplane and C is the penalization parameter for the misclassified instances and also €i are slack 

variables as in the standard soft margin SVM [20]. 

si-miSVM + PDD in [17] is the improvised version of the one proposed in [18] used for performing the 

optimization in equation (1) whereas the original technique miSVM in [18] is utilized for recovering the individual 

instance present in the bags. First step of this proposed method is finding the confidence value by classifying the training 

set which later will be used to decide the target value for relabeling. 

B. Selection of Valuable Instances 

The main motive of active learning here is to build an explicit classifier. A small set of unlabelled instances containing the 

most valuable instances have been selected to be labelled by the oracle (human annotator). Two types of selecting criterion 

is mostly used in active learning: informativeness and representativeness [29] where Informativeness measures whether an 

instance is capable of reducing the uncertainty of a model or not, while representativeness measures whether the 

presentation of the input pattern is well represented by the instance or not. We have used here both the cases instead of just 

using the conventional informativeness. Instances are queried based on which MIL classifier is the most confident. 

Usually, in active learning, instances are labelled individually. Although that approach will not be applied here, rather 

labelling a group of instance will be more appropriate as analyses is done mainly on image region and not on individual 

instances. Thus, the approach of grouping a number of instances will be carried out in this study by utilizing mean shift 

clustering algorithm [19]. 

Even after instance grouping, there may be still some region left to be label which can be done by following two 

criterions. 

 Selecting the region having the most instances, so that more numbers of instances get correctly labeled. 

 Focusing on the regions which have greater chance to be normal so that the false-positive instances in the positive 

bags can be correctly relabeled as negative. 

The first criterion can be easily accomplished by sorting the regions on the basis of their number of instances. 

Performing the second criterion will not be that easy as it deals with problem that whether the label given to the training set 

is correct or not. One-class classification plays a role here by assuming the information of a specific class which is also 

known as the target class, and obtain the information about the objects of the class. 

Firstly, one-class classifier will perform the training on normal region and then it will be performed on positive 

region containing both normal and abnormal region. One class classifier identifies the instances as which instances are 

actually positive and which are not. 

For performing the one-class classification k- nearest neighbour method [16] has been put to use. Here, xj, 

j=1,....,M be the training instance present in the region from where abnormal image is obtained as Rj ={xj : j∈ 𝐽} for J⊆

{1, … . , 𝑀}. 
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 Sorting the region in downward sloping order according to the number of instance. 

 Obtaining the normality score of the instance with respect to the nearest neighbour as defined in equation 3. 

Ƞj= ||𝑥𝑗  - 𝑥𝑘 ||                                                                                                                                                             (3) 

In equation 4. instances are scaled into [0,1] interval using the minimum and maximum values observed from the 

normality scores: 

Ƞ
𝑗
′
=

Ƞ𝑗−𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑗Ƞ𝑗

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗Ƞ𝑗−𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑗Ƞ𝑗

                                                                                                                                                     (4) 

In equation 5. Computation of normality score per region is done 

ȠJ=
1

|𝐽|
∑ 𝑛𝑗

′
𝑗∈𝐽                                                                                                                                                             (5) 

 Identification of regions whose normality score below a certain threshold is performed and those with low 

normality score is then moved to the bottom of the ranking. The top regions are then selected for relabeling by an 

expert. 

I. OBSERVATIONS 

A combination of MIL and AL with 100 and 300 labelled regions is compared here with pure MIL and SVM. The 

performance of detecting the comparison is carried out by following the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) approach. 

In figure 3 the first column consist of CRX of the lungs affected by Tuberculosis and the second column is the heat map 

produced by applying an MIL algorithm. The column 3 of figure 3 is a heat map produced by following an SVM 

methodology. Column 4 and column 5 in figure 3 is produced by combining MIL and active learning (AL) keeping 100 

and 300 as the ranked region respectively. From figure.3 it is observed that there have been a constant improvement in 

eliminating the normal region from the abnormal region. 

 

Figure 3: Image of TB Affected Lungs Obtained by CRX and Heat Map [16]. 

 

The usage of 100 and 300 labelled regions with the combination of MIL and AL have contributed even more. The 

reduction of false positive cases is visible in both normal and abnormal cases. From figure 4 we can notice that the Area 

Under ROC Curve (AUC) is larger when 100 region is included and even more when 300 is added. Thus from this we can 
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conclude that at higher specificity the AUC increases and hence make the improvement more prominent. At lower 

specificity the difference in the performance of MIL, MIL+AL and SVM is barely visible. Thus, at these operating points 

the labelling is not very essential. Major advantage of the proposed method is the reduced labelling effort, especially when 

low numbers of region is utilized. Usage of one-class classification has enhanced the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

 

Figure 4: Gradual Improvement of TB Detection Sensitivity from MIL to MIL+AL  

and further Supervision by MIL+AL [16]. 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study aims at applying active learning and its application for optimal ways of disease detection. Active 

learning has now become a growing space in machine learning algorithm. Practical applications of active learning such as 

batch mode active learning, multiple instance learning has been put into focus here. A study is proposed here by 

combination MIL, active learning and one class classifier to reduce the unreliability of MIL classifier and to make the work 

more accurate. Thus from this we can conclude that at higher specificity the AUC increases and hence make the 

improvement more prominent. At lower specificity the difference in the performance of MIL, MIL+AL and SVM is barely 

visible. Here the labelling of operating point is not very essential. From the observation, it can be concluded that this study 

is suitable for detection diseases like Tuberculosis. 
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